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ABSTRACT
The following Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) report for Roseville Electric provides a
systematic review of the Small Commercial Lighting, Commercial & Industrial Hi-Bay Lighting and Living
Wise programs. Recommendations were made to more effectively collect and manage data to improve
accuracy of program results and to review the deemed hours and savings used in the tracking database.
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Executive Summary
This report provides findings from an independent Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) for
the following energy efficiency programs from Roseville Electric’s (RE) 2009 fiscal year: Small
Commercial Lighting, Commercial & Industrial Hi-Bay Lighting and Living Wise. The Commercial &
Industrial Hi-Bay Lighting program is a subset of both the Small Commercial Lighting and Non-Residential
Lighting programs.
The programs were evaluated using a continuous improvement approach with the goal of identifying and
recommending areas where changes can be made to improve data management and ensure data quality.
For RE, this involved a review of the overall program, with particular focus on data collection for lighting
rebates. The Living Wise program was reviewed to assess the plausibility of referenced savings. Finally,
an analysis was performed on collected data to determine average savings at a 90% confidence interval.
On the whole, RE’s program is well run and accurate. Data collection is done through a clean database
front end that minimizes errors and automatically generates savings figures. Savings figures used are
reasonable and comparable with generally accepted deemed standards.
A number of issues were found with the assumptions used in the Living Wise program. Some of these
were highlighted in this report. While the program is clearly successful, it would be valuable to thoroughly
review and validate the savings provided by RAP to RE.

Introduction & Purpose of Report
EM&V is the documentation of energy savings using direct measurements, engineering calculations,
statistical analyses, and/or computer simulation modeling. EM&V is a requirement of two bills adopted
during the 2005-2006 California legislative session:
 SB 1037 (Kehoe): Requires all publicly-owned utilities to report to the California Energy Commission
and their local governing boards about current and projected energy efficiency programs, including
expenditures and savings.
 AB 2021 (Levine): Reaffirms SB1037 mandates but also requires publicly-owned utilities to develop
energy efficiency targets on a triennial basis and provide an independent assessment of measured
savings.
This report provides unbiased, independent third-party auditing of programs selected by RE. Specifically,
this report assesses 1) demand and consumption savings of the Small Commercial Lighting and
Commercial & Industrial Hi-Bay Lighting programs, and 2) the accuracy of the savings calculations for the
Living Wise program.
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Program Descriptions
Small Commercial Lighting (Two Five-O)
This program provides rebates to RE’s small business sector for the installation of energy-efficient lighting
retrofits. To qualify for this program, the customer must have a peak demand of less than 150 kW per site
for the previous 12 months. The maximum customer rebate (per site) is $25,000. Most of the marketing
efforts beyond general awareness are provided by participating contractors. There is a contractor
incentive equal to half of the rebate total, or $250, whichever is less. Incentives are paid per unit or at
$400 per kW. The program focuses on the following prescriptive lighting retrofits:









T8s and T5s
CFLs
Hi-bay fixtures
Hardwired fluorescent fixtures
Exit signs
Delamping
Sensors
Custom lighting (when needed)

An application form for this program is attached as Appendix B.

Commercial & Industrial Hi-Bay Lighting
This is a subset of the Small Commercial Lighting and Non-Residential Lighting programs. To qualify for
this subcategory, the customer must replace existing incandescent, mercury vapor, T12 High Output, T12
Very High Output, Metal Halide, or High Pressure Sodium fixtures in a 12 foot or higher high bay
application. Fixtures must be replaced one-for-one. Existing fixtures must be a minimum of 400 watts and
new fixtures must contain T5, T8, or High Output T5 lamps with a maximum of 244 input watts.

Living Wise
The Living Wise program provides energy education for up to 1000 Roseville Public School sixth graders.
The classroom program teaches energy and water conservation and shows students how to use natural
resources wisely. Roseville Electric and the Environmental Utilities Department host this program each
school year. Measures provided to participants in the program include:










Compact Fluorescent Light Bulb
Electroluminescent Night Light
FilterTone® Alarm
Oxygenics® Showerhead
Kitchen Faucet Aerator
Flow Rate Test Bag
Toilet Leak Detector Tablets
Air Temperature Ruler
Water Temperature Check Card

A copy of the 2009 fiscal year Living Wise report can be viewed at:
http://www.roseville.ca.us/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=16085
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Evaluation Standards
The requirement for utilities to provide independent third-party assessments of measured savings is
relatively new and subject to some interpretation. There are published references (such as the
International Measurement and Verification Protocol and the Technical, Methodological, and Reporting
Requirements for Evaluation Professionals), but it is apparent from the body of previous third-party
assessments that there is a range of interpretations and application of these references.
Our stance and approach is to:
1) Provide a rigorous review of the utility’s programs.
2) Identify actionable improvements.
3) Minimize costs so more public benefits funds can be devoted to energy efficiency programs.
With this approach, our goal is to provide an “optimized” assessment resulting in an actionable review at
minimal cost to the utility. This Continuous Improvement approach begins with process evaluation,
followed by data analysis and detailed savings verification.

Evaluation Plan
Using the approach explained above, the specific evaluation plan for RE was as follows:

Process Review
Evaluate the database for overall structure and accuracy. Conduct staff interviews to identify any specific
issues with the energy efficiency program and identify improvement opportunities. Review the savings
figures and calculation methodology used in the database, as described in the document provided by RE,
titled “Prescriptive Retrofit Technical Document”.

Small Commercial Lighting
For each measure conduct site visits to calculate coincident kW, annual kWh, and total error using the
calculation methodology used in the RE database. Verify database assigned values are consistent with
technical document and that correct values were applied to recorded data.

Commercial & Industrial Hi-Bay Lighting
Similar to Small Commercial Lighting, calculate and compare values for each measure. Summarize total
demand reduction and energy savings for the program and compare to evaluated totals.

Living Wise
Evaluate third-party proposed energy savings and review deemed energy savings assumptions.
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Findings & Recommendations
Process Review – Database Structure
On December 16, 2009, RE’s rebate database was received in Microsoft Access format. The database is
well constructed and logical. There are forms for generating reports and adding new measures as well as
entering rebate data. A screenshot of the front end is included in Appendix A.
The benefit of this type of system is it ensures proper and complete entry of data before a record is
accepted. In addition, some values, such as kW savings and rebate amount, are automatically generated
once the values they depend on are entered.
The database also includes automated reports for summarizing rebates processed by program code or by
month for a particular time period. The reports were tested and found to be clear and accurate when
compared to summaries of the data done by hand.
If the database were to be improved, it would be by extending it so that customers could submit rebates
through an online system and the database automatically updated, pending verification by RE staff.

Process Review - Staff Interviews
On December 16, 2009, a “kick-off” meeting was conducted with RE staff to begin the EM&V process.
During this meeting RE staff member Mark Riffey, the program manager for Small Commercial Lighting,
explained the program’s goals and details. RE staff member Rachel Radell explained the Living Wise
program’s background and details. No significant issues were identified during these meetings.

Process Review - Deemed Assumptions and Calculation Methodology
As part of RE’s tracking database, kW and kWh savings are automatically generated based on deemed
savings for each measure stored within the database. The measure savings are further broken down by
market sector so that coincident factors and hours of operation can be included in the calculation.
Deemed savings are based primarily on a document titled “Prescriptive Retrofit Technical Document”.
The estimates in this document were compared to the “Measure Quantification Methodology-Statewide
Savings and Cost” report prepared for the NCPA by KEMA. It was found that while there are minor
differences between the two, they are substantially in agreement. RE stated that they believe the
technical document to be somewhat more accurate to their specific location and customer base.
A methodology is described in the technical document to calculate demand and energy savings based on
fundamental non-coincident kW savings, modified by diversity factors and interactive effects specific to
the type of facility. The non-coincident kW savings for lighting measures is simply the difference in
wattage between the existing and new lights.
Demand savings is calculated by taking the non-coincident savings and multiplying by the coincident
diversity factor and the demand interactive effect multiplier. Energy savings are calculated by multiplying
the non-coincident kW savings by an energy interactive multiplier and the hours of operation. Again, both
of these are deemed values specific to the building’s market sector.
Coincident Demand = Non-Coincident Demand x Coincident Diversity Factor x Demand Interactive Effect
Energy Savings = Non-Coincident Demand x Energy Interactive Effect x Hours of Operation
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Small Commercial Lighting
Site Visit Findings
To verify deemed savings figures, site visits were conducted at a number of randomly selected locations
(Appendix D). The number of sites required was determined by calculating a statistically significant
sample for the population. During the site visits it was observed that the majority of chosen locations were
no longer in business (one location had the power shut off completely). Even though fixture counts were
conducted within these locations the actual savings may be less than assumed due to the high vacancy
rate. It is not surprising during these tough economic times that higher than normal vacancy rates will be
encountered. RE verified with their records that all of the following locations were occupied during the
2009 fiscal year.
Customer Occupancy
Business

Address

ARM Electronics
David's Bridal #169
Frame Factory
Harris & Bruno International

MW Investments

Pasta Pomodoro
San Bruno Lumber Co.
The Olive Branch Church

Comments

8860 Industrial Ave., Suite 140
1140 Galleria Blvd., Suite 100
225 Vernon St.
8555 Washington Blvd., Suite 7
660 Commerce Drive, Suite E
660 Commerce Drive, Suite B
660 Commerce Drive, Suite C
1050 Melody Lane, Suite 160
1052 Melody Lane, Suite 280A
10341 Fairway Drive, Suite 100
1624 Santa Clara Dr.
658 Commerce Drive, Suite E

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
65% Occupied
Occupied

Source documentation was provided by RE that coincides with these findings. Grubb & Ellis (GE), a
commercial real estate service and investment company, reports a vacancy rate for the Roseville,
Rocklin, and Auburn area of 30.5% (Appendix C). It must be acknowledged that the demographic of office
square footage of the GE report does not match all the sample locations well. The GE report only
measured locations where square footage was greater than 20,000 square feet. Since location square
footage is not recorded by RE it is unknown how many RE customer locations meet this criterion.
Approximately one third of the sample locations appeared to easily meet this criterion, but detailed
measurements were not conducted during verification.
The intention of the site visits was to gather information to calculate 90% confidence intervals for
individual measures and compare those findings to RE’s deemed savings figures. Since these site visits
are taking place over a year after the retrofits have been completed, existing documentation must be
relied upon for evaluation and calculation purposes. An attempt was made to quantify savings derived
from the prescribed retrofits, but information on existing fixtures is not required as part of the application
process. Because of the lack of verifiable information on existing fixtures, the accuracy of the 90%
confidence interval is diminished and the error bound could be increased by an unknown component.
Sample Population
Qty

Proportion

RE Deemed
Savings (Watts)

Std Error
Mean

Std Error
Proportion

Total Error
(Watts)

Delamp

307

0.92

43

0.00

0.02

0.20

CFL

57

1.00

57

3.27

0.00

2.98

HID Fix, Pls Strt 0-35W

13

1.00

29

0.00

0.00

0.00

High Efficiency Exit Sign

25

0.92

36

0.82

0.05

1.54

Interior HO T5 Fixture

59

0.68

234

6.05

0.06

4.07

Sensor

115

0.83

162

0.00

0.04

0.31

T8/T5 Lamp w/EB

282

0.97

9

1.00

0.01

1.65

Measure
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Recorded 2009 RE Rebates from Database
Measure
Delamp

Qty

kW Savings

kWh Savings

3,547

162.52

760,902

CFL

357

18.87

94,856

HID Fix, Pls Strt 0-35W

13

0.34

1,508

High Efficiency Exit Sign

58

2.48

20,590

Interior HO T5 Fixture

789

171.68

761,028

Sensor

147

28.25

87,732

6,723

59.55

282,186

1

10.70

42,800

454.39

2,051,602

T8/T5 Lamp w/EB
Custom
Total

11,635

Calculated 2009 RE Rebates with 90% Confidence Interval
Measure
Delamp

Qty

kW Savings

kW Saving Error
Bound

kWh Savings

kWh Saving Error
Bound

3,547

140.84

0.73

662,020

3,425

CFL

357

19.73

1.03

100,734

5,260

HID Fix, Pls Strt 0-35W

13

0.39

0.00

1,862

0

High Efficiency Exit Sign

58

1.92

0.09

16,828

780

Interior HO T5 Fixture

789

121.72

3.11

542,938

13,877

Sensor

147

21.65

0.05

3,991
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6,723

58.50

11.09

272,371

51,628

1

9.15

0.00

37,607

0

11,635

373.90

16.10

1,638,351

74,979

T8/T5 Lamp w/EB
Custom
Total

Explanation of Variance
There were several factors which contributed to the variances between recorded and observed quantities,
the most significant of which was the lack of customer knowledge of where retrofits occurred. A
breakdown of explainable observed variances is captured in the table below.
Explanation of Quantity Variance
Business

Measure

ARM Electronics

8860 Industrial Ave., Suite 140

David's Bridal #169

1140 Galleria Blvd., Suite 100

Frame Factory

225 Vernon St.

Variance





Harris & Bruno International

8555 Washington Blvd., Suite 7

MW Investments

1050 Melody Lane, Suite 160

Pasta Pomodoro

10341 Fairway Drive, Suite 100

San Bruno Lumber Co.

1624 Santa Clara Dr.






Three (3) extra T5HO lamps were installed after
the initial fixtures were rebated.
The Store Manager was not able to confirm which
fixtures were retrofitted.
All lamps were installed, but 4 were burned out.
Harris & Bruno is undergoing a remodel in an
area where T5 lamps were installed as part of
this measure. This may account for the difference
in count.
Cut sheets were not included with application.
Power was off.
Custom measures were unverifiable because this
location was out of business.
Not every office was accessible due to security
alarm systems.

Since the custom measures for Pasta Pomodoro were unable to be verified this location was excluded
from savings calculations, even though RE verified that this location was occupied during the 2009 fiscal
year.

Future EM&V Approach
In the future the Small Commercial Lighting program should be looked at as a compilation of smaller
lighting programs rather than as a single program. Consider focusing on the individual programs which
save the most energy. Also consider how information on pre-retrofit fixtures can be collected in a
9

verifiable format.
One option to verify pre- and post-retrofit fixture types and counts would be to implement “Real-Time
EM&V”, where an EM&V auditor is called on throughout the year to verify a portion of the retrofits. If the
auditor is on site at the same time as the contractor then the reliability of the verification process will be
improved dramatically. This approach would require some care to ensure the number of audited
measures is statistically significant.
If “Real-Time EM&V” is not practical then consider other improvements to ensure that later spot checks
can be conducted with higher confidence. For example, taking pictures of existing fixtures and drawing
maps of fixture locations showing existing, removed and new fixtures. Labeling installation locations is
key to future auditing because it was found during the audits that customers directly involved in the
project could not verify the locations of new fixtures. In some cases the retrofit only applied to a portion of
the fixtures and it was therefore impossible to verify quantities.

Commercial & Industrial Hi-Bay Lighting Retrofit
This category includes only one measure, Interior High Output T5 Fixtures. The measure savings and
calculations were verified in a similar manner to the Small Commercial Lighting.
Recorded 2009 RE Rebates from Database
Measure

kW Savings

kWh Savings

Interior HO T5 Fixture

558.68

2,709,070

Calculated 2009 RE Rebates with 90% Confidence Interval
Measure
Interior HO T5 Fixture

kW Savings

kW Saving Error Bound

kWh Savings

kWh Saving Error Bound

390.83

9.99

1,857,876

47,485

Living Wise
Resource Action Programs (RAP), the third-party provider of the Living Wise program, was contacted and
asked to provide all cited sources and assumptions for their savings calculations. RAP furnished the
requested information on January 14, 2010.
While the program is fairly well documented, there were some issues with assumptions made in the
energy savings estimates.
 Showerhead Replacement: The showerhead retrofit calculation shows that the average home in
RAP’s 2008-2009 report calculation uses 4 gallons per minute (gpm) as the average flow rate, but the
report questionnaire shows 68 percent of the homes were built after 1992, after the Federal Energy
Policy Act of 1992 enacted a maximum showerhead flow of 2.5 gpm. Therefore, it is likely that faucets
and showerheads installed in these homes have a flow rate no greater than 2.5 gpm.
 CFL Replacement: In the CFL replacement calculation, RAP assumes an average lamp annual
runtime of 1460 hours. The Measure Quantification Methodology-Statewide Savings and Cost report
prepared for NCPA by KEMA Inc. recommends an estimate of 840 annual runtime hours for a screwin residential internal CFL.
 Filtertone: After review of RAP’s source document, “Engineering Review and Savings Estimates for
the “Filtertone” Filter Restriction Alarm,” several questions about accuracy were raised. The report
states on the first page that all calculations for this device are “ball park” estimates. This calls into
question the accuracy and precision of the figures in the report. The report looks at two filters. One
changed after one year, the other changed after two years. The restriction assumption used in this
calculation assumes a linear ¼ inch water column gain each year. An error in the calculation occurs
when trying to show savings between the two different filter changes at the end of the second year.
The report uses a ½ inch water column gain as the difference between the two filters at the end of the
second year. This is an incorrect assertion since the filter which was replaced at the first year will
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continue to become restricted at the prescribed linear rate, so ¼ inch water column gain should have
been used per the prescribed calculations. This would reduce savings figures by half. Furthermore,
since the filters are assumed to become fouled linearly it should be assumed that the water column
gains will be the maximum amount of pressure gained over the prescribed time. So an average
should be taken of the two rates. This would reduce the amount of savings again by half.
 Night Light Replacement: RAP’s 2008-2009 Living Wise report asserts that every student in the
program who installed the Electroluminescent Night Light replaced a 7 watt night light. Without cited
or questionnaire data to back up this claim, it remains questionable whether 100 percent of the
students who installed the measure replaced a 7 watt nightlight.
While there are many benefits to a program such as this, it is not clear that the savings estimates
produced by Resource Action Programs are entirely reliable. It is outside the scope of this EM&V report
to do a more thorough engineering review of this program, but it is our recommendation that such an
evaluation is performed to more clearly substantiate the program’s impact.
Although RAP estimated an annual savings of 280,180 kWh, RE chose to use only 34,602 kWh in their
annual reporting because of concerns with the accuracy of estimates. A further benefit of a more
thorough engineering review would be the ability to increase reported savings if they can be verified.
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Appendix A – Database Input Form
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Appendix B – Sample Rebate Applications
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15

16
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Appendix C – Roseville Vacancy Rate
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Fixture
Recorded
Qty
Recorded
Qty
Observed
Qty

8860 Industrial
Ave Suite 140

Measure

CFL
Custom*
HID Fixture Pulse Starts
High Eff. Exit Signs
Lamp Removal
Sensors
T5 HiBay Fixtures
T8 & T5 Lamp & Ballast Retro

Custom *
ARM Electronics

Total
Observed
Qty
Proportion

57
1
13
25
307
115
59
282
57
1
13
23
281
96
40
274
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.92
0.83
0.68
0.97

Before

1000W Metal Halide to T5HO Retrofit
16
28
31

1
1
13

Observed
Qty

50
50

115
59
10
112
10
86

13

96
40
3
105
3
105

228
220

4
34
34

34
34

38
38
18
18

20
20

Recorded
Qty
Observed
Qty

Observed
Qty

Recorded
Qty

Observed
Qty

1

Recorded
Qty

1

Observed
Qty

6

Recorded
Qty

Observed
Qty

4

Recorded
Qty

6

Observed
Qty

Recorded
Qty

Observed
Qty

Recorded
Qty

Observed
Qty

Recorded
Qty

Observed
Qty

Recorded
Qty

Recorded
Qty

Observed
Qty

Recorded
Qty

Observed
Qty

Total
Recorded
Qty

Recorded
Qty

1624 Santa Clara
Dr.

10341 Fairway
Drive, Suite 100

660 Commerce
Drive Suite B

660 Commerce
Drive Suite C

660 Commerce
Drive Suite E

1052 Melody Lane
Suite 280A

1050 Melody Lane
Suite 160

658 Commerce
Drive, Suite E

8555 Washington
Blvd Suite 7

225 Vernon St.

1140 Galleria Blvd
Suite 100

8860 Industrial
Ave Suite 140

San Bruno
Lumber Co.

**Pasta
Pomodoro

MW Investments

The Olive Branch
Church

Harris & Bruno
International

Frame Factory

David's Bridal
#169

ARM Electronics

Appendix D – Site Visits
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After

*Because Custom Measures are recorded in the RE database as a “per site” unit, a secondary table is included to show quantity of fixtures installed for each site.
**Access to Pasta Pomodoro was unable to be obtained to verify fixture installation and count.
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